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Current_Issue.tar.gz

Bash and Cats
I running, I’d probably say something like,  

“Bash scripts and cat photos.” Because really, 
those two things pretty much encompass the human 

I won’t say this issue is based on that premise, I’d 
like to pretend that’s the case!

 
to create multithreaded applications in Python.  

simple, the computer can do them one at a time 
 

scripting inside Windows. Yes, even in Windows 

Kyle Rankin talks about taking a vacation again 

cheap laptop that can be taken on vacation or used 
when on call without concern about it getting stolen 

minutes on vacation solving a work issue, but why 

VIDEO:  
Shawn 
Powers  
runs 
through 
the latest 
issue.

SHAWN 
POWERS

Shawn Powers is the 
Associate Editor for 
Linux Journal. He’s  
also the Gadget Guy  
for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via email at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
Freenode.net.
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problems back home. Ansible automation really starts to shine when 
playbooks are added to the mix.

Not so much. Might it be tempting to answer incorrectly in order to 

Linux Journal

programs you’ve come to expect every month. We also have new 
product announcements, updates about the tech world, and insight 

Linux Journal, and 

should be considered baseline, no?

Current_Issue.tar.gz
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diff -u

OOM

on various policies to make a best guess about which process to kill, and 
then it kills it, on the hope that the system will then be usable again. 
Sometimes it guesses right, and sometimes it doesn’t. OOM policies 

Roman Gushchin

whole container, it would kill only a single process inside the container, 
which might just render the entire container unusable. Roman posted 

be considered one single “job”, which the OOM killer could kill or not, 

Michal Hocko and others didn’t like this, because on an abstract 

to change OOM killer policy, Michal said, there needed to be a whole 
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Roman, joined by Johannes Weiner, argued 
that the patches were not related to policy, but 

that a whole container could be seen as a discrete 
entity and targeted appropriately. Johannes said, 
“all we want is the OOM policy, whatever it is, 
applied to cgroups.”

clear that cgroups will need to be handled properly 
by the OOM killer as well, or else we could start to 
see weird breakages in virtual systems, without a 
good way to address the problem.

Intel’s Ross Zwisler recently said that it soon 

kernel, and especially user code, would need to have 

a SysFS

speed and other characteristics associated with 

the kernel people about how best to expose that 

approach, and so on.
No one had any problem with Ross’ approach, 

at least not at that stage—although it wouldn’t 

work, only to have Linus Torvalds or some other 
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at least not come as a surprise to anyone. Mission accomplished.
SARA. 

Salvatore Mesoraca

other security systems.

 
WX protection system—ensuring that a piece  

 
Mickaël Salaün

—Zack Brown
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Rekey Your House—
from Hawaii
automation system I use in my house 

with their own systems.

cloud, so you can control the system 

codes, allow certain codes to work 
during certain times, or even make 
“burner” codes that will work only 
once then disable themselves.

the website: . We recently had 

change the way you think about digital key codes!—Shawn Powers
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Two Ears,  
Three Headsets
During my normal workday, I’m connected to various computers and 

without worrying I’ll sound like someone talking in the subway on a 
Bluetooth headset.
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great connectivity, even during trips to the bathroom. (I know this 

unit indeed works in noisy environments too. I’ve used this headset all 
day and never had an issue with the charge running out. It’s important 
to put it on the charger base every night, however, because I’ve come 

meetings or video recording. Still, it’s the headset I tend to use more 

 

however, and both headsets blow away even the best Bluetooth 

 

handled simply by plugging the headset in to the charger/transmitter 
base. I don’t necessarily recommend wearing three headsets at a  

 
it’s more than possible!—Shawn Powers
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Networking: a Horse 
of a Different Color
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adapters, and I have to admit, I’m sold.

it seems too simple. Once they’re set up, it’s like plugging a cable in to a 

well worth checking out. It’s possible your situation will prove to be a bad 
candidate, because things like vacuum cleaners, air conditioners or any 
other motorized device can introduce noise on the line that will disrupt or 
slow down the signal. My advice is to try it, but keep the package in good 
shape in case you need to return it.—Shawn Powers

LINUX JOURNAL
on your Android device

www.linuxjournal.com/android

For more information about advertising opportunities within Linux Journal iPhone, iPad and 
Android apps, contact John Grogan at +1-713-344-1956 x2 or ads@linuxjournal.com.

Download the app 
now from the 

Google Play Store.
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Using Python  
for Science
In past articles, I’ve looked at several ways you could use Python to do 

this article, I explore Anaconda, a Python distribution that is targeted 

download links on the main Anaconda site (https://www.continuum.io

using bash, like this:

bash  ./Anaconda3-4.4.0-Linux-x86_64.sh

 

just run the command python  
by Anaconda.

conda package management system. Conda can be used to manage 

LJ282-Oct2017.indd   20 9/19/17   3:40 PM
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conda  update  --all

You also can update individual packages selectively by using their 
package names in the above command rather than the --all option. 

conda  install  opencv

dependencies are correct.

might be in the conda packaging scheme, you can do a search with a 

conda  search  --names-only  open

text “open” in them.
You always can check to see what already has been installed by using 

the list option to conda.

a particular package that you no longer need, you can uninstall them with 

conda  remove  opencv

possible with Anaconda. When you are doing research computations, 

any currently ongoing work. So the best option is to set up a separate, 

LJ282-Oct2017.indd   21 9/19/17   3:40 PM
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When you install Anaconda, you actually are operating within a 

use the command:

conda  create  --name  project1

In order to activate this new environment, run the command:

source  activate  project1

Now, everything you do, with regard to Python and conda, wil l 

command conda  list within this environment, you’l l see that there 

that particular project.

with, but you want to extend it in some manner, you can clone this 
starting environment with the command:

conda  create  --name  project2  --clone  project1

changes with:

conda  list  --revisions
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conda  install  --revision  X

given environment with:

source  deactivate

can permanently delete it with:

conda  remove  --name  project2  --all

Just be sure that you are deleting the correct environment. You don’t 

the command:

conda  info  --envs

to have to send an entire environment to someone else, as that simply 

conda  list  --explicit  >>  project1.txt

conda  create  --name  my_project1  --file  ./project1.txt

LJ282-Oct2017.indd   23 9/19/17   3:40 PM
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Anaconda includes the Anaconda Navigator. You can start it with the 
command anaconda-navigator.

they haven’t been installed yet, you’ll see a button labelled “Install” 
rather than “Launch”.

Anaconda installation. From here, you can manage the installed Python 
modules, create new environments or clone existing ones. You even 

Figure 1. The Anaconda Navigator provides a graphical interface for interacting with your 
installation of Anaconda.
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Figure 2. Anaconda allows for managing environments within your installation.

Figure 3. Anaconda also helps you manage larger projects, along with environments.
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with others. Sharing is made easier with the 
Anaconda Cloud. Once you have an account 
on Anaconda Cloud, you can upload projects, 
environments, packages and jupyter notebooks. 
Once they have been uploaded, you can share 
them with other people around the globe much 
more easily. Although you can log in and work 
with the Anaconda Cloud in a web browser, the 
Anaconda Navigator allows you to log in directly 

materials stored online.

I covered enough to help you better organize 

organizational tools.—Joey Bernard

THEY 
SAID IT
Never continue 
in a job you 
don’t enjoy. If 
you’re happy 
in what you’re 
doing, you’ll like 
yourself, you’ll 
have inner peace. 
And if you have 
that, along with 
physical health, 
you will have had 
more success than 
you could possibly 
have imagined.
—Johnny Carson

It is curious that 
physical courage 
should be so 
common in the 
world and moral 
courage so rare.
—Mark Twain

The secret of 
happiness is 
to make others 
believe they are 
the cause of it.
—Al Batt

Farming looks 
mighty easy when 
your plow is a 
pencil, and you’re 
a thousand  
miles from the 
corn field.
—Dwight D. 
Eisenhower

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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When a  
Webcam Just 
Doesn’t Cut It
With my obsession—er, I mean hobby—regarding BirdCam, I’ve 

compatibility list at , and 

EDITORS’
CHOICE
!

™

EDITORS’ CHOICE

NEXT  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
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UpFront
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lens, BirdCam might rise to a whole new level! 
—Shawn Powers

EDITORS' CHOICE

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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AT THE FORGE

REUVEN M. 
LERNER

Reuven M. Lerner, a  
longtime Web developer, 
offers training and  
consulting services in 
Python, Git, PostgreSQL 
and data science. He has 
written two programming 
ebooks (Practice Makes 
Python and Practice Makes 
Regexp) and publishes  
a free weekly newsletter  
for programmers, at  
http://lerner.co.il/ 
newsletter. Reuven tweets 
at @reuvenmlerner and 
lives in Modi’in, Israel, with 
his wife and three children.

Threading in 
Python
Threads can provide concurrency, even if they’re 
not truly parallel.

IN MY LAST ARTICLE, I  took a short tour through 
the ways you can add concurrency to your 

explore the ways you can use threads in Python  
and the l imitations the language puts upon you 
when doing so.

just as the computer can run more than one process 
at a time, so too can your process run more than 
one thread at a time. When you want your program 
to do something in the background, you can launch 

 

NEXT  
Dave Taylor’s  
Work the Shell

PREVIOUS  
Editors’ Choice
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within a process share data, they can work with one another more 
closely and easily.

Listing 1. retrieve1.py

#!/usr/bin/env  python3  
  
import  requests  
import  time  
  
urls  =  [one_line.strip()  
                for  one_line  in  open('urls.txt')]  
  
length  =  {}  
  
start_time  =  time.time()  
  
for  one_url  in  urls:  
        response  =  requests.get(one_url)  
        length[one_url]  =  len(response.content)  
  
for  key,  value  in  length.items():  
        print("{0:30}:  {1:8,}".format(key,  value))  
  
  
end_time  =  time.time()  
  
total_time  =  end_time  -  start_time  
  
print("\nTotal  time:  {0:.3}  seconds".format(total_time))
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I  can use a for

length  =  {}  

  

for  one_url  in  urls:  

        response  =  requests.get(one_url)  

        length[one_url]  =  len(response.content)  

  

for  key,  value  in  length.items():  

        print("{0:30}:  {1:8,}".format(key,  value))

 

then storing that content inside a dictionary called length  
keys in length

 
 

seconds, although there was clearly some variation in the timing.

Listing 2. urls.txt

http://lerner.co.il  
http://LinuxJournal.com  
http://en.wikipedia.org  
http://news.ycombinator.com  
http://NYTimes.com  
http://Facebook.com  
http://WashingtonPost.com  
http://Haaretz.co.il  
http://thetech.com
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Improving the Timing with Threads
How can I improve the timing? Well, Python provides threading. 

only one thread actually can execute at a time, thanks to the GIL 

a long time, and so whenever a Python thread engages in I/O (that is, 

threads one at a time. In this way, I probably can save time.

threading.Thread, telling the new instance 

for  one_url  in  urls:  

        t  =  threading.Thread(target=get_length,  args=(one_url,))  

        t.start()

But wait. How will the get_length
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from  queue  import  Queue  

  

queue  =  Queue()  

  

def  get_length(one_url):  

        response  =  requests.get(one_url)  

        queue.put((one_url,  len(response.content)))

one_url and then 

get_length. In get_length

create a list where you will store the threads and then append each new 
thread object to that list as you create it:

threads  =  [  ]  

  

for  one_url  in  urls:  

        t  =  threading.Thread(target=get_length,  args=(one_url,))  

        threads.append(t)  

        t.start()

for  one_thread  in  threads:  

        one_thread.join()
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Listing 3. retrieve2.py

#!/usr/bin/env  python3  
  
import  requests  
import  time  
import  threading  
from  queue  import  Queue  
  
urls  =  [one_line.strip()  
                for  one_line  in  open('urls.txt')]  
  
length  =  {}  
queue  =  Queue()  
start_time  =  time.time()  
threads  =  [  ]  
  
def  get_length(one_url):  
        response  =  requests.get(one_url)  
        queue.put((one_url,  len(response.content)))  
  
#  Launch  our  function  in  a  thread  
print("Launching")  
for  one_url  in  urls:  
        t  =  threading.Thread(target=get_length,  args=(one_url,))  
        threads.append(t)  
        t.start()  
  
#  Joining  all  
print("Joining")  
for  one_thread  in  threads:  
        one_thread.join()  
  
#  Retrieving  +  printing  
print("Retrieving  +  printing")  
while  not  queue.empty():  
        one_url,  length  =  queue.get()  
        print("{0:30}:  {1:8,}".format(one_url,  length))  
  
end_time  =  time.time()  
  
total_time  =  end_time  -  start_time  
  
print("\nTotal  time:  {0:.3}  seconds".format(total_time))
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Note that when you call one_thread.join() in this way, the call 

In other words, Python threads are routinely seen as terrible 
and useless. But in this case, you can see that they allowed me to 

sections execute concurrently.

Considerations

 

In such a case, you don’t want to use threads. A popular option—
indeed, the popular option—is to use processes. In my next article, I 
plan to look at how such processes can work and interact.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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and accept Android—so it was with delight that I read that the next version 

No hassles with complex installations, no dual booting, no virtual 

By the time you read this article, however, what I’m running as an early 

will vanish.

Figure 1. Ubuntu as a Windows App? Excellent!
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It’s interesting to note that some standard Linux commands return 
nothing—like who  am  i

ps  $$.
uname  -a is the 

$  uname  -a  

Linux  VirtuaPC  4.4.0-43-Microsoft  #1-Microsoft    

   Wed  Dec  31  14:42:53  PST  2014  

x86_64  x86_64  x86_64  GNU/Linux

--version

$  bash  --version  

GNU  bash,  version  4.3.11(1)-release  (x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)  

Copyright  (C)  2013  Free  Software  Foundation,  Inc.  

License  GPLv3+:  GNU  GPL  version  3  or  later    

   <http://gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html>  

  

This  is  free  software;;  you  are  free  to  change  and  redistribute  it.  

There  is  NO  WARRANTY,  to  the  extent  permitted  by  law.

 to 
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xterm-256color ls output, 
grep results and so on. Whether it looks nice and is legible is another story.

Fortunately, you at least can improve the color scheme somewhat with 
the setterm

Figure 2. The Contents of /bin, in Glorious 256color
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setterm  -term  linux  -back  white  -fore  black  -clear

a command that knows how to output in color, and things get pretty 
ls  -a.

ls

the alias command:

$  alias  

alias  alert='notify-send  --urgency=low  -i  "$([  $?  =  0  ]  &&  echo    

terminal  ||  echo  error)"  "$(history|tail  -n1|sed  -e  

   '\''s/^\s*[0-9]\+\s*//;;s/[;;&|]\s*alert$//'\'')"'alias    

   egrep='egrep  --color=auto'  

alias  fgrep='fgrep  --color=auto'  

alias  grep='grep  --color=auto'  

alias  l='ls  -CF'  

alias  la='ls  -A'  

alias  ll='ls  -alF'  

alias  ls='ls  --color=auto'

Figure 3. New Color Scheme, Overwritten by LS
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each line with a #

home directory called .vimrc that contains this single line:

syntax  off

syntax

In vi type this:

:syntax  off

Figure 4. Vi’s color scheme is ghastly!
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On-Call  
or Travel  
Laptops
Why stress over losing that expensive  
personal or work laptop? Buy a cheap  
one for risky situations.

IN THE AUGUST 2017 ISSUE, I WROTE ABOUT HOW 
TO PREPARE FOR A VACATION SO YOU AREN’T 
DISTURBED BY A WORK EMERGENCY. 
that article, I described how to prepare your computer:

expensive work computer behind and use a cheaper 

you decide to go the disposable computer route, 
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settings are in place.

laptop you take with you while on call. So in this article, I elaborate on 

up an appropriate laptop to take with you while on call or traveling.

Why Choose a Different Laptop?

just in case, but I knew I didn’t want to lug around and cross borders with 

Less Concern over Loss, Damage or Theft
Although it’s true that your laptop might get lost, stolen or damaged 
while you commute to work, it’s much more likely to happen outside 
your normal work routine. While you are on call, you might take your 

you are outside your normal routine, it’s more likely that it will be 
stolen or that you might accidentally leave it behind. Also when you 

outside your normal routine, and a laptop is even more l ikely to get 

Also, with increased security around airports and customs these days, 

luggage, these days, you must lock your luggage with keys that 
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owner’s possession.

An Immediate Backup for Your Work Laptop
Having a second laptop that’s ready at any moment to take over work 

immediately can resume work on your backup. It also provides you with a 

How to Choose Your Laptop

have good Linux compatibility and are rugged and easy to repair with 

avoid having to install an OS, but as Linux users, we would just overwrite 

are willing to splurge on extra RAM or an SSD, these old machines can be 
surprisingly speedy.

Chromebook. Although these machines normally are designed to run 
a limited, secured OS that centers on Google services, they also can 
run Linux well once you switch into developer mode. Some people use 

want to check Gmail and browse the web while traveling. Personally,  
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Setting Up Your Laptop

this to protect against the laptop being lost or stolen, be sure to enable 

untrusted networks.

Conclusion

broken or stolen, but also that you when you return home, you can get 
on your regular computer and get right back to work.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

Ansible, Part 
III: Playbooks
Playbooks make Ansible even more powerful 
than before.

TO BE QUITE HONEST, IF ANSIBLE HAD NOTHING 
BUT ITS AD-HOC MODE, IT STILL WOULD BE A 
POWERFUL AND USEFUL TOOL FOR AUTOMATING 
LARGE NUMBERS OF COMPUTERS.

commands to a Bash script and be done with learning. 

Tame the Beast with YAML
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playbook looks something like this:

---  

  

-  hosts:  webservers  

    become:  yes  

    tasks:  

        -  name:  this  installs  a  package  

            apt:  name=apache2  update_cache=yes  state=latest  

  

        -  name:  this  restarts  the  apache  service  

            service:  name=apache2  enabled=yes  state=restarted

Also, as mentioned above, whitespace matters. Finally, when a 
hyphen should precede a section and when it should just be spaced 

and more playbooks.

ansible-playbook  filename.yaml

ansible  webservers  -b  -m  apt  -a  "name=apache2    

   update_cache=yes  state=latest"  

ansible  webservers  -b  -m  service  -a  "name=apache2    

   enabled=yes  state=restarted"
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Handling Your Handlers

to make the second task a handler:

---  

  

-  hosts:  webservers  

    become:  yes  

    tasks:  

        -  name:  this  installs  a  package  

            apt:  name=apache2  update_cache=yes  state=latest  

            notify:  enable  apache  

  

    handlers:  

        -  name:  enable  apache  

            service:  name=apache2  enabled=yes  state=started

Apache process.

example, multiple tasks can call a handler, but it executes only a 

only when an Ansible task makes a change on the remote system.

Just the Facts, Ma’am
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simple example:

---  

  

-  hosts:  webservers  

    become:  yes  

    vars:  

        package_name:  apache2  

    tasks:  

        -  name:  this  installs  a  package  

            apt:  "name={{  package_name  }}  update_cache=yes  state=latest"  

            notify:  enable  apache  

  

    handlers:  

        -  name:  enable  apache  

            service:  "name={{  package_name  }}  enabled=yes  state=started"

variables are involved.

“Gathered Facts” about every host. You might notice when executing 

which completes without error, but doesn’t actually seem to do 

ansible  webservers  -m  setup

You’ll get a huge
ansible_os_family 

will return something like “RedHat” or “Debian” depending on which 
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“Debian”, while Red Hat and CentOS will return “RedHat”. Although 

Getting Verbose
 

 

-v

ansible-playbook

 
 

a pinch, just adding the -v

debug module doesn’t make much sense to use, but in a playbook, it 
can act as a “reporting” tool about what is going on. For example:

---  

  

-  hosts:  webservers  

    tasks:  

      -  name:  describe  hosts  

          debug:  msg="Computer  {{  ansible_hostname  }}  is  running    

             {{  ansible_os_family  }}  or  equivalent"

If you’re creating a playbook and want to be 
notified of things along the way, the debug 
module is really your friend.
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so you can troubleshoot a playbook that isn’t working like you expect 
it to work. It is important to note that the debug module doesn’t do 

can be invaluable as your playbooks become more complex.

If This Then That

when statement is 
added at the end. It makes the code very readable, but as someone who’s 

Figure 1. Debug mode is the best way to get some information on what’s happening 
inside your playbooks.
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---  

  

-  hosts:  webservers  

    become:  yes  

    tasks:  

        -  name:  install  apache  this  way  

            apt:  name=apache2  update_cache=yes  state=latest  

            notify:  start  apache2  

            when:  ansible_os_family  ==  "Debian"  

  

        -  name:  install  apache  that  way  

            yum:  name=httpd  state=latest  

            notify:  start  httpd  

            when:  ansible_os_family  ==  "RedHat"  

  

    handlers:  

        -  name:  start  apache2  

            service:  name=apache2  enabled=yes  state=started  

  

        -  name:  start  httpd  

            service:  name=httpd  enabled=yes  state=started

a playbook that will install Apache on hosts using either yum or apt based 

newly installed packages are enabled and running.

Play It Again, Sam
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Ansible documentation directly at http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/
playbooks_loops.html.

multiple tasks. For example:

---  

  

-  hosts:  webservers  

    become:  yes  

  

    tasks:    

        -  name:  install  a  bunch  of  stuff  

            apt:  "name={{  item  }}  state=latest  update_cache=yes"  

            with_items:  

                -  apache2  

                -  vim  

                -  chromium-browser

module. Note the special variable named item, which is replaced 
with the items one at a time in the with_items section. Again, this 
is pretty easy to understand and utilize in your own playbooks. Other 

similar tasks.

Templates

you’ve ever used mail merge in a word processor, templating works 

which is conveniently similar to standard variable substitution in play 
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Here’s the playbook:

---  

  

-  hosts:  webservers  

    become:  yes  

    

    tasks:  

      -  name:  install  apache2  

          apt:  name=apache2  state=latest  update_cache=yes  

          when:  ansible_os_family  ==  "Debian"  

  

      -  name:  install  httpd  

          yum:  name=httpd  state=latest  

          when:  ansible_os_family  ==  "RedHat"  

  

      -  name:  start  apache2  

          service:  name=apache2  state=started  enable=yes  

          when:  ansible_os_family  ==  "Debian"  

  

      -  name:  start  httpd  

          service:  name=httpd  state=started  enable=yes  

          when:  ansible_os_family  ==  "RedHat  

  

      -  name:  install  index  

          template:  

              src:  index.html.j2  

              dest:  /var/www/html/index.html

<html><center>  

<h1>This  computer  is  running  {{  ansible_os_family  }},    

and  its  hostname  is:</h1>  
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<h3>{{  ansible_hostname  }}</h3>  

{#  this  is  a  comment,  which  won't  be  copied  to  the  index.html  file  #}  

</center></html>

 

system. Note the {#  #}
are completely erased on the remote system and are visible only in the 

The Sky Is the Limit!

to build on your playbook knowledge to create entire roles and take 

create playbooks that will allow you to do multiple tasks on a multitude 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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iStorage diskAshur Storage Drives

including Linux, macOS, Android, Chrome, thin and zero clients, MS 
Windows and embedded systems. Available in HDD and SDD versions, 

make diskAshur the “most secure data storage drives available on the 
market”. For one thing, without the PIN, there’s no way in! diskAshur’s 
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Datamation’s “Leading  
Big Data Companies” Report

tabs on this dynamic sector is in your wheelhouse, Datamation has made 
your homework easier by developing “Leading Big Data Companies”, 

details the numerous strategies that are exploited in today’s Big Data 

the enterprise. In the mere seven years that have passed since Yahoo! 
introduced Hadoop, Big Data has burgeoned in popularity as ever more 

http://www.datamation.com
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PSSC Labs’ 
PowerServe  
HPC Servers  
and PowerWulf 
HPC Clusters

the latest and best computing 
solutions that deliver relentless 

supercharged two server solutions 

Scalable Processors has been 
integrated into PSSC Labs’ 

HPC solutions targeted at government, academic and commercial 

http://www.pssclabs.com
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Lotfi ben Othmane, Martin 
Gilje Jaatun and Edgar Weippl’s 
Empirical Research for Soft ware 
Securit y (CRC Press)

teamed up to write Empirical Research 
for Software Security: Foundations 
and Experience

their tools and processes, as well as 

practice those methods and processes. 

https://www.crcpress.com
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Neuranet’s Flexitive

solve today’s design challenges and give media companies and agencies a 
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InfluxData

where containers, microservices and sensors can come and go and are 
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Galit Shmueli et al.’s Data Mining 
for Business Analy t ics (Wiley)

Data 
Mining for Business Analytics
and collaborators is a standard guide to data 
mining and analytics that adds two new  

 

with the subtitle Concepts, Techniques, and 
Applications in R Data 
Mining for Business Analytics continues to 

canvas on which to illustrate. With the book, readers learn how to implement 

dimension reduction, recommender systems, clustering, text mining and 

Data Mining for Business Analytics 
can serve as either a text book  

researchers and practitioners 
 

http://wiley.com
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Feature: Developing 
Console Applications 
with Bash
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New Products

Cool Project: Create a 

CAPTCHA 
for Your Website

Jim’s CAPTCHA uses photos of his cats, so only friends and 

family are allowed to view his personal website. You could modify 

the CAPTCHA to use other photos, like pictures of doors or 

trees, but I think everyone agrees that the internet needs more 

photos of cats. Note, this method works for dogs as well. 

JIM HALL
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I 
For a while, I considered protecting my web pages using a proper login 

have implemented OpenID or some other decentralized authentication 
protocol to allow visitors to log in using another service. And although 
that would be the technically correct thing to do, I thought it was overkill 

So instead, I wrote a simple web system that asks visitors to 

intended

comment is a real person and not a bot.

My CAPTCHA
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cats until they recognize which cats are mine. But this isn’t a proper login 

Figure 1.  
Jim’s Cat
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pointing a camera at them.

set that in a later step.

make sure the other cats don’t look too much like your cats, and same as 

Figure 2.  
Jim’s Other Cat
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the cat might belong to you. Instead, name all your photos in the same 

can’t guess which photos are my cats and which are not simply based on 

provide a telltale hint that a photo is or isn’t your cat. So make them all 

it was easiest to use ImageMagick’s Convert tool to add noise while I 
resized the cat photos:

convert  large_photo.jpg  -strip  -resize  250x250  +noise    

   Laplacian  small_photo.jpg

Laplacian method doesn’t disturb the image too much.
You easily can automate ImageMagick with a script, and that’s what 

resize them and add noise while renaming them to something random. 

server, my document root is under /var/www/html, but I keep my list 

#!/bin/sh  

etcdir=/var/www/etc/cats/  

cachedir=/var/www/html/captcha/cache/  

FEATURE: Cool Project: Create a CAPTCHA for Your Website
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catsdir=$HOME/cats  

tempimg=/tmp/cat.jpg  

  

  

for  d  in  mycats  notmycats  ;;  do  

  (  cd  $catsdir/$d  

  >$etcdir/$d.list  

  for  img  in  *.jpg  ;;  do  

    convert  $img  -strip  -resize  250x250  +noise  Laplacian  $tempimg  

    hashval=$(  md5sum  $tempimg  |  awk  '{print  $1}'  )  

    mv  $tempimg  $cachedir/$hashval.jpg  

    echo  $hashval.jpg  >>  $etcdir/$d.list  

  done  )  

done

 

to the “not my cats” l ist. ImageMagick removes all EXIF data 
(-strip -resize  250x250  
and adds some random noise (+noise  Laplacian

 
the /var/www/html/captcha/cache directory.

Writing the PHP Code
Once you have the cat images, you need to write some PHP code that 

other eight cats are not.

file()

example:

<?php  

        $myCats  =  file('/var/www/etc/cats/mycats.list');;  
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        $notMyCats  =  file('/var/www/etc/cats/notmycats.list');;  

?>

file()

<?php  

        $myCats  =  file('/var/www/etc/cats/mycats.list',    

           FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES  |  FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);;  

        $notMyCats  =  file('/var/www/etc/cats/notmycats.list',    

           FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES  |  FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);;  

?>

array_rand() that picks random entries out 

<?php  

        $myCats[  array_rand($myCats)  ]  

?>

$notMyCats $myCats array by 
stacking the elements in the array()
array $randCats
$randCats array is in a predictable order, with the correct cat always in 

array elements with the shuffle()

<?php  

        $notMyCatsIdx  =  array_rand($notMyCats,  8);;  

        $randCats  =  array(  

                        $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[0]  ],  

                        $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[1]  ],  
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                        $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[2]  ],  

                        $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[3]  ],  

                        $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[4]  ],  

                        $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[5]  ],  

                        $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[6]  ],  

                        $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[7]  ],  

                        $myCats[  array_rand($myCats)  ]  

        );;  

        shuffle($randCats);;  

?>

Once you have randomly selected eight incorrect cats and one correct 

$randCats array using 
the foreach() method:

<form  method="POST">  

<?php  

        foreach  (  $randCats  as  $cat  )  {  

                        echo<<<EOF  

<button  type="submit"  name="cat"  value="$cat">  

<img  src="$cat"  alt="image  of  a  cat"  />  

</button>  

EOF;;  

        }  

?>  

<input  type="hidden"  name="captcha"  value="catCAPTCHA"  />  

</form>

visited the web page.
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$myCats 
array. PHP’s in_array()

<?php  

  /*  test  if  the  visitor  guessed  the  correct  cat  */  

  

  

  if  (strcmp(  $_POST['captcha'],  'catCAPTCHA'  )  ==  0)  {  

    $cat  =  $_POST['cat'];;  

  

  

    if  (in_array($cat,  $myCats)  ===  TRUE)  {  

      /*  success  */  

    }  

    else  {  

      /*  failure  */  

    }  

  }  

?>

The Completed Captcha

cookie name, path and domain, and sets the cookie expiry to one day.

redir=
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Listing 1. Completed CAPTCHA Page

<?php  
  require  ('/var/www/etc/cats/cookie-conf.php');;  
  
  
  /*  initialize  values  */  
  
  
  $myCats  =  file('/var/www/etc/cats/mycats.list',    
     FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES  |  FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);;  
  $notMyCats  =  file('/var/www/etc/cats/notmycats.list',    
     FILE_IGNORE_NEW_LINES  |  FILE_SKIP_EMPTY_LINES);;  
  
  
  $CAPTCHAsuccess  =  FALSE;;  
  $CAPTCHAmessage  =  '<p>Hi  there!</p>';;  
  
  
  /*  test  if  the  visitor  guessed  the  correct  cat  */  
  
  
  if  (strcmp(  $_POST['captcha'],  'catCAPTCHA'  )  ==  0)  {  
    $cat  =  $_POST['cat'];;  
  
  
    if  (in_array($cat,  $myCats)  ===  TRUE)  {  
      $CAPTCHAsuccess  =  TRUE;;  
      $CAPTCHAmessage  =  '<p  class="success">Success!</p>';;  
      setcookie($cookieName,  $cookieValue,  $cookieExpire,    
         $cookiePath,  $cookieDomain);;  
  
  
      $redir  =  $_GET['redir'];;  
    }  
    else  {  
      $CAPTCHAsuccess  =  FALSE;;  
      $CAPTCHAmessage  =  '<p  class="error">No,  that  is  not    
         our  cat.  Try  again?</p>';;  
    }  
  }  
?>  
<!DOCTYPE  html>  
<html>  
<head>  
  <title>Which  one  is  our  cat?</title>  
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  <link  rel="shortcut  icon"  href="/favicon.png"  />  
  <meta  charset="UTF-8">  
  <meta  name="theme-color"  content="firebrick">  
  <meta  name="viewport"  content="width=device-width"  />  
<?php  
  /*  if  CAPTCHA  was  correct,  and  there  is  a  redirect  URL,    
        then  redirect  */  
  
  
  if  (  ($CAPTCHAsuccess)  &&  (strlen($redir)  >  0)  )  {  
    echo  "<meta  http-equiv='refresh'  content='0;;URL=$redir'  />";;  
  }  
?>  
  <style>  
body  {  
  background-color:  white;;  
  color:  black;;  
  font-family:  sans-serif;;  
  margin:  0;;  
}  
header  {  
  background-color:  firebrick;;  
  border-bottom:  .5em  solid  darkred;;  
  color:  white;;  
}  
  header  h1  {  
  font-size:  1em;;  
  margin:  0;;  
  padding:  2em  0;;  
  text-align:  center;;  
  text-transform:  uppercase;;  
  }  
main  {  
  border-bottom:  1em  solid  gray;;  
}  
main  section  {  
  border-left:  1px  dotted  lightgray;;  
  border-right:  1px  dotted  lightgray;;  
  margin:  0  auto;;  
  padding:  2em  1em;;  
  max-width:  900px;;  
}  
  main  h2  {  
  border-bottom:  1px  solid  darkred;;  
  color:  darkred;;  
  font-family:  serif;;  
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  font-size:  1.1em;;  
  margin:  2em  0;;  
  }  
  p.success  {  
  color:  green;;  
  }  
  p.error  {  
  color:  red;;  
  }  
  form  {  
  margin:  1em  auto;;  
  max-width:  800px;;  
  }  
  form  button  {  
  border:  1px  solid  #333;;  
  margin:  2px;;  
  padding:  0;;  
  -moz-appearance:  none;;  
  -webkit-appearance:  none;;  
  }  
  </style>  
</head>  
<body>  
<header>  
  <h1>Login</h1>  
</header>  
<main>  
  <section>  
<?php  
  echo  $CAPTCHAmessage;;  
  
  
  if  (  !  $CAPTCHAsuccess  )  {  
    echo<<<EOF  
<p>The  stuff  on  this  website  isn't  private  information,  but    
I'd  rather  not  put  it  out  there  for  just  anyone  to  see.  I  
prefer    
to  keep  this  just  for  friends  and  family.</p>  
  
  
<p>So  to  prove  that  you  know  me,  I'm  giving  you    
this  little  quiz:</p>  
  
  
<h2>Which  one  is  our  cat?</h2>  
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<p>We  have  several  cats,  but  only  one  of  them  is  shown  here.    
Click  on  the  picture  of  our  cat.</p>  
  
  
<form  method="POST">  
EOF;;  
  
  
    $notMyCatsIdx  =  array_rand($notMyCats,  8);;  
    $randCats  =  array(  
      $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[0]  ],  
      $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[1]  ],  
      $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[2]  ],  
      $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[3]  ],  
      $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[4]  ],  
      $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[5]  ],  
      $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[6]  ],  
      $notMyCats[  $notMyCatsIdx[7]  ],  
      $myCats[  array_rand($myCats)  ]  
    );;  
    shuffle($randCats);;  
  
  
    foreach  (  $randCats  as  $cat  )  {  
      echo<<<EOF  
<button  type="submit"  name="cat"  value="$cat">  
<img  src="cache/$cat"  alt="image  of  a  cat"  />  
</button>  
EOF;;  
    }  
  
  
    echo<<<EOF  
<input  type="hidden"  name="captcha"  value="catCAPTCHA"  />  
</form>  
EOF;;  
  }  
?>  
  </section>  
</main>  
</body>  
</html>
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Figure 3. Cats CAPTCHA
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-moz-appearance:  none;; and -webkit-appearance:  none;; 

Rotating the CAPTCHA Cookie

“invalidate” the old cookie value. On my personal web server, I set up a 

tell you what the new cookie value will be.

day. I do this in two steps:

dd and /dev/urand.

sha256sum.

random value every day:

#!/bin/sh  

cookiefile=/var/www/etc/cats/catCAPTCHA.cookie  

dd  if=/dev/urandom  bs=1M  count=4  of=/tmp/urandom.tmp  2>  /dev/null  

sha256sum  /tmp/urandom.tmp  |  awk  '{print  $1}'  >  $cookiefile

FEATURE: Cool Project: Create a CAPTCHA for Your Website
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Testing for the CAPTCHA

<?php  

  $cookieName  =  'catCAPTCHA';;  

  $cookieValue  =  file_get_contents('/var/www/etc/cats/catCAPTCHA.cookie');;  

  $cookieExpire  =  time()  +  86400;;  /*  86400  =  (3600  *  24)  =  1  day  */  

  $cookiePath  =  '/';;  

  $cookieDomain  =  'freedos.org';;  

  

  

  function  is_catCAPTCHA_ok()  

  {  

  /*  shortcut  to  determine  if  a  login  is  successful  ..    

        uses  the  cookie  value  */  

  

  

    global  $cookieName,  $cookieValue;;  

  

  

    if  (  (isset($_COOKIE))  &&  

              (isset($_COOKIE[$cookieName]))  &&  

              (strcmp($_COOKIE[$cookieName],  $cookieValue)  ==  0)  )  {  

      return  TRUE;;  

    }  

    else  {  

      return  FALSE;;  

    }  

  }  

?>

FEATURE: Cool Project: Create a CAPTCHA for Your Website
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is_catCAPTCHA_ok() 

the redir= parameter so that users automatically return to the correct 

<?php  

  require  ('/var/www/etc/cats/cookie-conf.php');;  

?>  

<!DOCTYPE  html>  

<html>  

<head>  

  <title>Test  page</title>  

  <meta  charset="UTF-8">  

  <meta  name="viewport"  content="width=device-width"  />  

</head>  

<body>  

  

  

<?php  

  if  (  is_catCAPTCHA_ok()  )  {  

    echo  'cat  CAPTCHA  is  set';;  

  }  

  else  {  

    echo  'cat  CAPTCHA  is  <b>not</b>  set';;  

  }  

?>  

  

  

</body>  

</html>

CAPTCHAs Are Easy

FEATURE: Cool Project: Create a CAPTCHA for Your Website
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know what my cats look like.

adorable, and I agree.

Jim Hall is an advocate for free and open-source software, best known for his work on 
the FreeDOS Project. Jim earned his MS in Scientific and Technical Communication from 
the University of Minnesota, focusing on the usability of open-source software. At work, 
Jim is the Chief Information Officer for Ramsey County, Minnesota.
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choosing a programming language is this: is there a library 

language to write a web application. For this same reason, I’ve begun to 
develop many, admittedly small, applications with Bash. Although Python, 

string manipulation, mathematic computation, encryption and database 

them easily within a Bash application.

Reusable Code Snippets

alias  getloadavg='cat  /proc/loadavg'

getloadavg

executed as any other Linux command. In this instance, alias will dump 

this is a static command alias. No matter how many times it is executed, it 

getfilecontent()  {  

        if  [  -f  $1  ];;  then  

                cat  $1  

        else  

                echo  "usage:  getfilecontent  <filename>"  

        fi  

}
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getfilecontent if/else
$1

on the argument provided.

involves reassigning the output to a variable:

LOADAVG="$(cat  /proc/loadavg)"

$(command) where “command” 
is the command to be executed. In this example, the LOADAVG variable will 

variable can be evaluated, manipulated or simply echoed to the console.

Text Manipulation

environments, it is the robust ability to process text. Although many 
text processing mechanisms are available when scripting in Linux, here 
I’m looking at grep, awk, sed grep 

grep example:

alias  searchdate='grep  

   "[0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]-[0-9][0-9]-[0-9][0-9]"'

grep command, text either can be 

grep command includes the use 

awk awk to create 
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awk  '{  printf("1-minute:  %s\n5-minute:  %s\n15-minute:  

   %s\n",$1,$2,$3);;  }'  /proc/loadavg

 

awk

as variables are named by their position in the line ($1

arguments to the printf printf statement will display 

%s is substituted with the corresponding 
parameter to the printf

sed

grep, sed

the previous awk example using sed:

sed  's/^\([0-9]\+\.[0-9]\+\)  \([0-9]\+\.[0-9]\+\)  

   \([0-9]\+\.[0-9]\+\).*$/1-minute:  \1\n5-minute:    

   \2\n15-minute:  \3/g'  /proc/loadavg

Since this is a long example, I’m going to separate this into smaller 

^\([0-9]\+\.[0-9]\+\)  \([0-9]\+\.[0-9]\+\)    

   \([0-9]\+\.[0-9]\+\).*$
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\([0-9]\+\.[0-9]\+\)

grep 
example, the [0-9]
by an escaped plus sign, it will match one or more numeric characters. 

example is:

1-minute:  \1\n5-minute:  \2\n15-minute:  \3

number corresponds to the patterns in the search value surrounded by 

sed command will be exactly the 
same as the awk

involves using Bash variables to manipulate strings. Although this is much 

MYTEXT="my  example  string"  

echo  "String  Length:    ${#MYTEXT}"  

echo  "First  5  Characters:  ${MYTEXT:0:5}"  

echo  "Remove  \"example\":  ${MYTEXT/  example/}"
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MYTEXT is the sample string this example works 
echo

echo

echo command removes the word “example” 
along with a leading space.

Mathematic Computation
Although text processing might be what makes Bash scripting great, 
the need to do mathematics still exists. Basic math problems can be 
evaluated using either bc, awk bc 
command has the ability to evaluate math problems via an interactive 

pow()  {  

        if  [  -z  "$1"  ];;  then  

                echo  "usage:  pow  <base>  <exponent>"  

        else  

                echo  "$1^$2"  |  bc  

        fi  

}

pow

"$1^$2" is piped into the bc command 

Although awk does provide the ability to do basic math calculation, the 
awk

foldersize()  {  

        if  [  -d  $1  ];;  then  
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                ls  -alRF  $1/  |  grep  '^-'  |  awk  'BEGIN  {tot=0}  {  

                   tot=tot+$5  }  END  {  print  tot  }'  

        else  

                echo  "$1:  folder  does  not  exist"  

        fi  

        }

step is to use awk to iterate through the output and calculate the 

Here is how the awk
the piped data begins, the BEGIN block sets a variable named tot to 

add to tot
END block 

tot.

Let’s rewrite the previous example using arithmetic expansion:

pow()  {  

        if  [  -z  "$1"  ];;  then  

                echo  "usage:  pow  <base>  <exponent>"  

        else  

                echo  "$[$1**$2]"  

        fi  

}

$[expression], where 

calculation, the syntax can be more intuitive than piping data to  
the bc command.
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Cryptography

openssl 
command. Although openssl

bf-enc()  {  

        if  [  -f  $1  ]  &&  [  -n  "$2"  ];;  then  

                cat  $1  |  openssl  enc  -blowfish  -pass  pass:$2  >  $1.enc  

        else  

                echo  "usage:  bf-enc  <file>  <password>"  

        fi  

}

 
 

bf-dec()  {  

        if  [  -f  $1  ]  &&  [  -n  "$2"  ];;  then  

                cat  $1  |  openssl  enc  -d  -blowfish  -pass  pass:$2  >    

                   ${1%%.enc}  

        else  

                echo  "usage:  bf-dec  <file>  <password>"  

        fi  

}
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openssl is the abil ity 
openssl, I ’m 

md5hash()  {  

        if  [  -z  "$1"  ];;  then  

                echo  "usage:  md5hash  <string>"  

        else  

                echo  "$1"  |  openssl  dgst  -md5  |  sed  's/^.*=  //g'  

        fi  

}

sed statement at the 
openssl puts at the 

match, the original strings will match.

basicauth()  {  

        if  [  -z  "$1"  ];;  then  

                echo  "usage:  basicauth  <username>"  

        else  

                echo  "$1:$(read  -s  -p  "Enter  password:  "  pass  ;;    

                   echo  $pass)"  |  openssl  enc  -base64  

        fi  

}
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argument and the password provided by user input through command 
substitution and use openssl

Database Operations

sqlite or 
sqlite3

sqlite:

$(ls  /usr/bin/sqlite*  |  grep  'sqlite[0-9]*$'  |  head  -n1)

sqlite executable available 
on a system.

sqlite binary, the empty 
sqlite on 

that system.

$(ls  /usr/bin/sqlite*  |  grep  'sqlite[0-9]*$'  |  head  -n1)  test.db  

   "CREATE  TABLE  people(fname  text,  lname  text,  age  int)"
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Andy Carlson has worked in IT for the past 13 years doing networking and server  
administration. He is thankful to have chosen a career that he loves, grows in and  
learns from. He and his amazing wife have three daughters and a son, and they currently 
reside in Cincinnati, Ohio. He enjoys playing the guitar and spending time with family  
and friends.
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The Advanced Bash-Scripting Guide: http://tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/index.html

GNU Awk User’s Guide: 

sed, a Stream Editor: 

My GitHub Gists: 
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Say Hi to Subutai
A new kind of cloud growing in the open-source wild. 

ALEX KARASULU

I learned about Subutai from Philip Sheldrake of the Digital Life 
Collective (and much else) and thought it deserved attention here in 
Linux Journal, so I offered this space for that. Alex Karasulu did most 
of the writing, but it was a team effort with help from Jon ’maddog’ 
Hall, Philip Sheldrake and Steve Taylor.—Doc Searls

What Is Subutai?

than centralized locations (https://subutai.io
to these clouds hovering on the edge. We started calling it Social Cloud 
Computing (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_cloud_computing

to Lightweight Linux Containers (

(https://aws.amazon.com/vpc
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trust”—those technologies that put the individual’s autonomy, privacy and 

their tech.

not being tied to large cloud providers and giving us the option to use 
resources we have on hand.

How Does It Work?

colleagues share with you, the stage is set to create clouds across shared 
computer resources.

When someone creates a cloud, peer computers authorized to share 

computers or a single virtual machine running on your laptop.

Whatever the underlying hardware, operating system or virtualization 
technology, resources are presented canonically to environments 

containers across the internet.

You basically have your own virtual data center ready to go and how 

not your wallet.
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What’s with  
the Name, Dude?
We think Subutai is totally  

madness: that’s why we named 

people working on the project 
really like the meritocratic approach 
Subutai used where doers rule 

Plus, Jon ’maddog’ Hall, the 

authored Subutai, thought the 

What’s the State  
of the Project?
Subutai is ready and mature. We’ve 
been coding up a storm using every 

We are shocked and get goose bumps every time we see Subutai working 

world on our machines because we just can. It’s sick!

with our recent 5.0 major release. We’re proud to have produced a 

never bothered pushing hard to have others use it. Now it’s time to go 
to the next level.

Why Did You Create Subutai?
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address this problem, Subutai allows people to create their own resilient 
clouds running across computing resources they already own.

We did not need premium resources. We just needed a bit more redundancy 
than running on a single home computer over a residential broadband line.

Beyond sharing and bartering, Subutai allows individuals and 
commercial entities, big or small, to rent resources in a cloud services 
sharing economy. By democratizing the cloud, the “race to zero” rapidly 

services and applications are used most.

What Now?
 

 

runs purely on goodwill, and participants create it by being good actors:

 Setting up peers and keeping them running above some uptime.

 

peer resources to FOSS projects. We added GitHub integrations that 
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create Subutai organizations that map to their GitHub organizations 

needs to peer owners that can then contribute peer resources to their 

about the program is available on our Subutai FOSS Contribution 
Program page: .

What’s Next?

broadband modem that is also a turnkey Subutai Appliance and can be 

gateway will soon do something no other broadband router can do: it 

cryptocurrency while sharing, bartering or renting computer resources. 
Hence, it’s obviously also a physical cryptocurrency wallet.

Yes indeed, we just did what you think we did! We dropped the 
cryptocurrency bomb right here on LJ
aspirations. We’re trying to go beyond sharing and bartering to enable 

on goodwill, but eventually will allow direct Subutai coin transactions.
Besides turning cloud computing on the edge into a real sharing 

economy, we’re really excited about the several problems we will solve 

There’s a lot more to Subutai than just software. 
We’ve designed a broadband modem that is also 
a turnkey Subutai Appliance and can be used 
for IoT applications.
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with blockchain technology. Blockchain smart contracts can be used 

How Can Others Get Involved?

can use scripts with other hypervisors and environments. We need projects 
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Register on the Subutai Hub this month using the Linux Journal code 

others on the system. Happy sharing!

Alex Karasulu is an entrepreneur with more than 25 years of experience in the software  
industry and a recognized leader in the Open Source community. He is widely known as the  
original author of the Apache Directory Server, used by IBM both as the foundation of the  
Rational Directory Server and also integrated into the Websphere Application Server. Alex  
co-founded several Apache projects, including MINA, Felix and Karaf, among others, which, along 
with their communities, thrive independently past his day-to-day involvement in the projects.

RESOURCES

Subutai Main Website: https://subutai.io

Slack: 

GitHub Organization: 

 Peer Management Console: https://github.com/subutai-io/base

 P2P Dæmon: https://github.com/subutai-io/p2p

 Tray Wallet: https://github.com/subutai-io/tray

 CLI Agent: https://github.com/subutai-io/agent

 Browser Plugins for E2E Security: https://github.com/subutai-io/browsers

 Intelligent Installers: https://github.com/subutai-io/launcher

 Snappy Snap: https://github.com/subutai-io/snap

 CDN Dæmon: https://github.com/subutai-io/gorjun

 Liquid Router: https://github.com/subutai-io/liquid-router
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